
What are the options?

Well, If you are not technical getting 
started is always the hardest part. 
You will no doubt have seen a wide 
range of teacher websites, and they 
will be of varying quality.

Some will be simple static sites that 
were built in house or by the teachers 
themselves.  Others will be huge 
sprawling creations that are full of 
options and difficult to use.

Then you will have seen the latest 
incarnation of websites, otherwise 
known as blogs.  How do we know 
which is the best sort of website for us 
though. 

WHAT WILL WORK BEST FOR ME?
This is a difficult question to answer 
because everyone has different needs 
and different access to resources.

My opinion is the same as it has been 
for the last 10 years.  The best 
solution for anyone wanting a website 
is to learn how to code one, purchase 
some hosting space and buy a domain 
name and learn as you go.  This is the 
only solution for total control over 
your website and its content.

Given that setting up a 
conventional website is not 
exactly an easy or 
straightforward thing to do. 
Finding a simple alternative is 
probably the best option for 
most teachers due to time 
restrictions.

Aside from time restrictions 
learning the techniques of web 
development takes time, and can 
be quite frustrating at times, just 
like learning any new discipline.

 That leaves us with two  options.

1) Paying someone to build and 
maintain our site.  Whilst this 
can work well for businesses, it 
isn’t ideal for teachers as they 
often need updates doing 
immediately.  Without this 
flexibility it is difficult to use 
your website as a tool when 
planning your lessons.

2) Use a free service.  This will 
allow you to trial a website and 
better understand what 
you need without any 
financial outlay.

I’m not technical though

PROFESSIONAL WEBSITES whilst 
they look fantastic, they are the most 
expensive option.  They also give you the 
least amount of control over your 

HOME BUILT SITES  home built sites 
are  great if you have the skills to 
maintain them.  If not, they can become 
broken and look unprofessional.

WORDPRESS BLOGS 
Using a wordpress blog is probably the 
most easy and versatile not to mention 
customizable solution.

WEBSITESO , YOU WANT A TEACHER
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• The appropriate use of weblogs 
can lead to learning on multiple 
levels. 

• Christopher D. Sessums - A Blog is more 
than a communication tool

• • • •

• 1. Modelling

• 2. Coaching

• 3, Scaffolding

• 4. Articulating

• 5. Reflecting

• Exploring 

• The reason that you all want to 
use a website is so that you can 
use it as a resource centre.  You 
will be able to use your website/
blog to communicate information 
to your students about your 
course, set homework dates, post 
your calendar and contact details.  

Beyond the day to day 
communications,  you will be able 
to provide your students with 
constant access to research 
documents which can 
substantially reduce the costs of 
your department. 

Once you start to use your blog and 
embed it in your teaching practise 
you will be surprised at how easily it 
fits in to what you already do.  

So long as you use your blog, it will 
be useful but if you just let it sit 
there, It wont be of any help or use to 
you at all.

Try to set your blog as the class 
homepage. If it is the first thing your 
students see, it will make them 
familiar with it. 

Useful ways to use your blog

• Use your blog to showcase  what 
you have achieved.

•  Use your blog to host your lesson 
plans, and homework papers.

• Use your blog to examine and 
evaluate your success and failures.

• Use your blog to pass on useful 
things you find, such as links to 
resources and the opinions of your 
peers and mentors.

WEBLOGS & WHY

Easy to add media:  Simply use 
the tools within the blog to upload 
a whole host of rich media.

Easy to update:  sim ply log on to 
your account and begin writing 
your article:

BLOGS BUILT FOR TEACHERS 

Ethink blogs were set up by a 
Shropshire teacher.  Concerned by 
the lack of “Educationally safe “ 
blogging environments.

— 

Edublogs.org  is an Australian 
company specificaly targetting 
teachers and learners.  Like ethink it 
uses the wordpress platform as the 
basis of its blogs.
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Useful Links

http://www.worpress.com
http://www.ethink.org.uk

Wordpress Blog Platforms

http://www.novemberlearning.com
http://dougbelshaw.com/blog
http://lisibo.blogspot.com/

Educational Blogs

Stoke on Trent CLCs
http://www.citylearningcentre.org.uk

Email Phil:
pgregory@sgfl.org.uk
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